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Instructions: Answer the questions in sequence.  

SECTION A 

 (Attempt all 5 questions and each carries 4 marks) (5 X 4=20Marks) 

S. No.  Marks CO 

Q1. Define Non-associated gas, dissolved gas and gas condensates, and dry gas. 4M CO1 

Q2. Derive the material balance equation for multiphase systems to estimate the phase 

compositions. 
4M 

CO2 

Q3. Illustrate Clearance with a neat diagram and describe volumetric efficiency. 4M CO3 

Q4. Describe the parameters with which the flow meters are characterized. 4M CO4 

Q5. Explain the field processing of natural gas. 4M CO5 

 SECTION B 

(Attempt all 4 questions and each carries 10 marks) (4 X 10 = 40Marks) 
 

 

Q6. Given the following weight fractions of a gas: 

Component Weight 

fraction (yi) 

C1 0.60 

C2 0.17 

C3 0.13 

n-C4 0.06 

n-C5 0.04 

Calculate 

a. Mole fraction of the gas. 

b. Apparent molecular weight. 

c. Density at 300 psia and 130°F, assuming real gas behavior. 

d. Specific gravity, and specific volume at 300 psia and 130°F 

e. Gas formation volume factor in ft3/scf. 

10M CO1 

Q7. Solve the horsepower required by a centrifugal compressor (straight throughflow, no 

intercooler)for compressing 10 MMcfd gas at suction conditions of 150 psia and 80oF 

to 500 psia . Assume the specific gravity to be 0.60, k=1.296, Z1 and Z2=1.0, polytropic 

efficiency is 0.725. 

10M CO3 

Q8. What type of separators should be used for- 

a)offshore production platform? 

b)high GOR with liquid surges? 

10M CO5 



c) low GOR well  producing oil, water, gas? 

d) heavy, waxy crude (GOR can be assumed to be low for heavy oils)? 

e) gas condensates with a hydrate problem? 

f)nearly dry gas at high pressure? 

Q9. Describe the three major components of oil-water-gas separators. 10M CO5 

 SECTION C 

(Attempt all 2 questions and each carries 20 marks) (2X 20 = 40Marks) 
 

 

Q10. Gas is being compressed from 100 psia and 150°F to 2,500 psia and it is measured at 

the suction end. A reciprocating: compression system is to be designed to compress 5 

MMcfd of the gas, with intercoolers and an aftercooler that cools the gas to 150°F. Find: 

(a) Brake horsepower using the analytical method. 

(b) Brake horsepower using the Mollier diagram method. 

(c) Estimate the cooling requirements from part (b) results. 

(d) From the results of part (b). determine whether the first stage can be handled by a 

compressor with a speed 1,200 rpm, piston diameter - 12 in., and stroke length - 3 ft. 

Assume η=0.80, A - 0.05, Lu =0. and Cl= 0.08. Neglect any gas compressibility 

factor effects. Specific gravity=0.612,k=1.2565 

20M CO3 

Q11. Compute the daily flow rate of natural gas through an orifice meter for the following 

conditions : 

Barometer=14.5 psia 

Diameter of a pipe=11.938 in. 

Orifice diameter=4.000 in 

Differential pressure across meter=27.0 in water 

Average downstream gauge pressure=678 psig 

Flowing temperature=75oF 

Gas gravity=0.63 

Mole fraction CO2=0.013 

Mole fraction N2=0.031 

Type of meter=Flange taps 

Temperature base=60oF 

Pressure base=14.65 psia 

 

20M CO4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Table 1: Properties of Natural gas components 



 

 

 


